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Ambiguity grade is the core topic of this article. In the research, we 
systematically discussed and analyzed its theoretical background, definition, 
calculation methods and influence factors. Ambiguity grade derives from computer 
word sense disambiguation which means automatic sense tagging to polysemous 
words by computer. We note that there are huge differences of disambiguation results 
among different polysemous words, while some can easily get high disambiguation 
accuracy rate, some of them cannot. These differences of disambiguation difficulty 
degree are decided by polysemous words’ intrinsic semantic property, that is to say 
ambiguity grade. 
Ambiguity grade can be seen as an objective situation of polysemous words 
under the perspective of lexical semantics; it reflects differences of word sense 
combination relations, and at a deeper level, embodies distance differences of word 
sense semantic relations. The more consistent combination relations become, the 
higher ambiguity grade is, and it's the same in reverse.From semantic and its 
distribution, ambiguity grade differences and its internal factors can interpret word 
sense relation of polysemous words well. To describe ambiguity grade of noun in 
modernChinese, to analyze causes of different ambiguity grade among words as well 
as explore application value of ambiguity grade study are three main issues to be 
discussed in the article. 
Chapter one mainly discusses the basis of topic selection, research objects, 
research methods, research procedures, characteristics and significance of this article. 
Chapter two reviewed the development and problems of disambiguation, and 
focuses on discussing the proposition and calculation of ambiguity grade, as well as 
its position and basic theory in lexical semantics.  
Chapter three introduces the design of research on ambiguity grade. We 
conducted word sense disambiguation of 1352 polysemous words and described 
ambiguity grade of each word, meanwhile analyzed the content and function of 
polysemous words ’distinctive characteristics. Based on statistical data, there is great 
difference of word sense disambiguation grade. The highest disambiguation grade of 















two aspects: semantic relations between word senses and its corresponding forms of 
distinctive characteristics. These are also the main content of later chapters. 
Chapter four mainly interprets the relation of semantic distance and ambiguity 
grade based on statistical data. Semantic distance refers to close or distance relation 
among word senses of polysemous words, concretely includes word sense distance 
relation of polysemous words in semantic classification dictionary and concept 
semantic similarity. The result shows a close negative correlation between semantic 
distance and ambiguity grade. According to ambiguity grade and semantic distance, 
word sense relation of polysemous words can be divided into three classifications: 
synonymous and near synonymous relation, same category relation and cross-type 
relation. Through lenient calculating, synonymous and near synonymous can be 
classified into the same category relation. Same category and cross-type relation are 
most important semantic relations. The article constructs different analytical 
frameworks separately in order to explain why differences exist in ambiguity grade of 
internal words.  
Chapter five extracts a dozen important distinction sememes, such as 
[occupational area], [structure], [attachment] and corresponding forms of distinctive 
characteristics from same category words. The article analyzes the number of 
distinction sememes in word senses and its influence on ambiguity grade. 
Chapter six analyzes the semantic distance of cross-type words are two far, 
which is not suitable for directly using sememe analysis methods. Against this, the 
article proposes three semantic relation models: semantic similarity, semantic relevant, 
and semantic non-linked in order to interpret ambiguous source in terms of diachronic 
relation of word senses and cognitive linguistics, as well as discuss the differences 
and reasons exist in ambiguity grade of different internal words. 
Chapter seven introduces sense granularity’s setting principles and methods of 
dictionary for computer and influence to ambiguity grade based on semantic distance 
of polysemous words and ambiguity grade theory. The sense granularity in ‘Modern 
Chinese Dictionary’ is too fine, 24.10% words’ semantic distance is 1, 42.79% words 
are same category words. The distinction between word senses is not obvious, but 
ambiguity grade is quite high. For example, if we remove the words whose semantic 
distance is 1, ambiguity grade will be changed from 46.20% into 40.54%; if we 
remove all same category words, ambiguity grade will be changed into 35.68%. 















grade. Word sense property should be taken seriously and discussed separately based 
on classification. 
Chapter nine briefly summarizes the main conclusions of this article, proposes 
the limitation of current research and further research plan. 
The article interprets relation between word sense and formal feature on the level 
of lexical semantics. By using word sense statistics, we constructed a method of 
mutual confirming word sense and its formal feature. In field of word sense 
disambiguation, through research on ambiguity grade and word sense relation of 
polysemous words, the issue about sense granularity of dictionary for computer could 
be solved to some extent. The thinking of classically and gradually solve word sense 
disambiguation, and the method of using ambiguity grade to solve word sense 
disambiguation arithmetical valuating difficulty are expounded in this article. In the 
process of research, theoretical framework was constructed based on practice. We 
didn’t blindly follow existing study model, but succeed to propose a new concept of 
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